Old Business

1. Send via text message option in WebPAC
   a. III doesn’t support—existing code is dated and doesn’t work as is. Probably not worth it.
2. Safari eBooks – edited/loaded (review file #29)
   a. Any suggested changes/ideas/workflow suggestions?
3. Weekly Summon loads of deleted/updated records, not the entire database.
   a. Running weekly lists of items added / updated and items marked for deletion, going okay?
4. New Sierra labels/content created
   a. Created: Order code 3 ‘b’ ILL BuyNotBorrow
   b. Item statuses updated
      i. CLMS RETD changed to LOST (CLMS RETD)
      ii. BILLLED to LOST (BILLLED)
      iii. LOST (DRA ASSUM)
      iv. LOST (DRA CLAIM)
      v. LOST (DRA DAMAGED)
      vi. IN PRO CAT DEPT to IN PROCESS (CATALOGING)
   c. ma/mabr labels changed and paging slip updated
   d. Link to pay fines in MyMephis and help in Classic Catalog
   e. Needed?
5. Harvesting ContentPro and ETD into Encore Duet
   a. John – ContentPro: Harvesting is “broken”
   b. Elizabeth – Electronic Theses & Dissertations: Still waiting on documentation

New Business

1. Attempted to merge EDS and Sierra material type facets for EBooks and Books: appears to have worked.
2. User testing of Encore Duet: What questions or complaints do you have about the layout, content, or usability?
   a. Much better than last year; article list times out too quickly; double entries for the same item/title
   b. I am confused sometimes about where I can find items. For example, if I see an item at the law library or the Lambuth campus, how do I get it. Is the best way to use Interlibrary Loan? Or is there a better way to get items from sources within the U of M system?
   c. If the resource is not available, can it link to Illiad to automatically request it?
3. STAT!Ref Nursing Permission to treat (regularly) updated titles as integrating resources (like this b24083318):
   a. Davis’s drug guide for nurses (b24083495); Diseases and disorders (b24083501), Guide to culturally competent health care (b21155562), ICD-10-PCS (b25869759), ICD-10-CM (b25869760), Nursing care plans & documentation (b24083975), Olds' maternal-newborn nursing & women's health across the lifespan (b24083938), and Nursing diagnoses in psychiatric nursing (b24083872)
4. Andrew Grissom – New Projects in CM
5. Math Temporary Records- Permission to completely delete from database after confirming that they are not on shelf.
6. Updating holdings in Connexion - Project to update McWherter holdings by material type.
7. Coverage load:
   a. Law Serials Solutions Progress?